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We need your help to fight this
As you know COVID-19 is having
a profound eﬀect on everyone’s
lives. However, there are people out
there who are in a position to help,
and we want to make sure we are
able to support them.

Food is a key factor in the fight against this virus, for hospitals,
local authorities and public sector workers. Restaurants, pubs
and takeaways are finding their own way to put up a fight.
It is no longer practical, or safe, to eat in groups, but we do
need to maintain the mental and physical wellbeing which comes
from a regular, warm and healthy meal.
However, if it is done incorrectly it could spread the virus
faster and quicker.
e solution is a managed way to serve individual meals, in a
safe and secure manner, whilst keeping food as good as when it
was cooked, even aer a substantial period of time.
We wanted to share with you our experience in what has, for
many years, helped hospitals, care homes, prisons and the
hospitality industry to transport and serve individual meals.

So with your help we can work together to do our
bit in helping everyone get through this
international pandemic and time of national crisis.

Turn over for tried and tested Rieber products ideal for this time
BGL Rieber visit www.bglrieber.co.uk for our full range
www.bglrieber.co.uk

For when food needs to be mobile
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Thermoport boxes:
Built for individual meals. Tough but
lightweight. Insulation keeps food hot, cold
or ambient. Resusable and dishwasher
safe. Boxes are filled and sealed during the
usual lunchtime or evening meal service
and then can be delivered.
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Heated Thermoport boxes:
The Thermoport Midi-K range of insulated
boxes, each with a 52-litre capacity,
features integral heating to hold food up to
+85degC.
n Boxes stack on top of each other, or
can have a smaller 50 litre box
mounted, for cold or ambient food.
n With heavy duty castors, it is ideal for
transporting meals over rough ground.
Working off a standard 13 amp supply,
it can be adapted for use in vehicles.
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GN Pans and anti-spill lids:
Rieber is the world’s largest manufacturer of
GN pans, so all sizes are available. With
anti-spill lids, ensuring nothing spills out
during travel.

4 Transport to cook or regen...
When you need to serve hot food remotely, Rieber’s 13-amp
Hybrid 200 gives you a kitchen where there wasn’t one before.
A stainless-steel partition effectively turns the Hybrid oven into
two different temperature zones.
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Navioven:
5 x 65mm 1/1 GN Navioven also operates off 13-amp supply and can be used
without ventilation. Fitted with wheels it is mobile and great for baking, roasting,
regenerating or reheating; there’s even a steam function.
Specials
We have a
Thermoport solution
for most
eventuallities,
whether towable or
stackable... have a
look at our website
for products that
may help your
client’s needs.
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